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The Zscaler Experience

Zscaler: A Leader in the 2023 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Security Service Edge (SSE)
Get the full report
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Your world, securedExperience the transformative power of zero trust.




The Zscaler Difference
The Zscaler DifferenceExperience the World’s Largest Security Cloud
Customer Success Stories
Analyst Recognition
Machine Learning and AI at Zscaler
Reduce Your Carbon Footprint



Zero Trust Fundamentals
Zero Trust FundamentalsWhat Is Zero Trust?
What Is Security Service Edge (SSE)?
What Is Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)?
What Is Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA)?
What Is Secure Web Gateway (SWG)?
What Is Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB)?
What Is Cloud Native Application Protection Platform (CNAPP)?
Zero Trust Resources
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Secure Your UsersProvide users with seamless, secure, reliable access to applications and data.
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Secure Your WorkloadsBuild and run secure cloud apps, enable zero trust cloud connectivity, and protect workloads from data center to cloud.
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Secure Your IoT and OTProvide zero trust connectivity for IoT and OT devices and secure remote access to OT systems.





Products
ProductsTransform your organization with 100% cloud native services
Secure Internet Access (ZIA)
Secure Private Access (ZPA)
Digital Experience (ZDX)
Data Protection (CASB/DLP)
Posture Control



Solution Areas
Solution AreasPropel your business with zero trust solutions that secure and connect your resources
Cyberthreat Protection
Data Protection
Zero Trust Networking
Business Analytics
VPN Alternative
Zero Trust SASE
Accelerate M&A Integration
Optimize Digital Experiences
Zero Trust SD-WAN
Zero Trust Cloud Connectivity
Zero Trust for IoT/OT
Find a Product or Solution
Partner IntegrationsIndustry and Market Solutions






Platform

Zero Trust Exchange PlatformLearn how Zscaler delivers zero trust with a cloud native platform that is the world’s largest security cloud
Zero Trust Exchange PlatformTitle Link
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Transform with Zero Trust Architecture
Transform with Zero Trust ArchitecturePropel your transformation journey
Secure Digital Transformation
Network Transformation
Application Transformation
Security Transformation



Secure Your Business Goals
Secure Your Business GoalsAchieve your business and IT initiatives
Ensure Secure Business Continuity
Accelerate M&A and Divestitures
Recession-Proof Your Enterprise
Secure Your Hybrid Workforce
Download Zscaler Client Connector
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Learn, connect, and get support.
Explore tools and resources to accelerate your transformation and secure your world
Learn, connect, and get support.Title Link
Amplifying the voices of real-world digital and zero trust pioneers
Visit now
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Resource Center
Resource CenterStay up to date on best practices
Resource Library
Blog
Customer Success Stories
Webinars
Zpedia



Events & Trainings
Events & TrainingsFind programs, certifications, and events
Upcoming Events
Zenith Live
Zscaler Academy



Security Research & Services
Security Research & ServicesGet research and insights at your fingertips
ThreatLabz Analytics





Tools
ToolsTools designed for you
Security Preview
Security and Risk Assessment
Security Advisory Updates
Disclose a Vulnerability
Executive Insights App
Ransomware Protection ROI Calculator



Community & Support
Community & SupportConnect and find support
Customer Success Center
Zenith Community
CXO REvolutionaries
Zscaler Help Portal
Explore the latest Zscaler Innovations



Industry & Market Solutions
Industry & Market SolutionsSee solutions for your industry and country
Public Sector
Healthcare
Financial Services
Education
See all
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Company

About ZscalerDiscover how it began and where it’s going

PartnersMeet our partners and explore system integrators and technology alliances

News & AnnouncementsStay up to date with the latest news

Leadership TeamMeet our management team

Partner IntegrationsExplore best-in-class partner integrations to help you accelerate digital transformation

Investor RelationsSee news, stock information, and quarterly reports

Environmental, Social & GovernanceLearn about our ESG approach

CareersJoin our mission

Press CenterFind everything you need to cover Zscaler

ComplianceUnderstand our adherence to rigorous standards

Zenith VenturesUnderstand our adherence to rigorous standards
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Stop Cyberattacks
Protect Data
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	Company:AutoNation
	Industry:Retail and Wholesale
	HQ:Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA
	Size:More than 21,000 employees across 360 franchise locations


Background

AutoNation is America’s largest auto retailer. The Fortune 500 company sells new and pre-owned cars via its more than 360 franchises throughout the US. The company has more than 21,000 employees and 10 million customers.


Challenge

Improve security of users accessing the internet and enable using Office 365


Products
	Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange™
	Zscaler Internet Access™ (ZIA™)



Outcomes
Deployed more than 3x faster than appliance-based internet security,Provided value from day one, thanks to easy visibility of internet traffic,Slashes administrative costs by eliminating hardware management and maintenance,Shrinks technology footprint of retail stores,Discovers and blocks botnet and P2P file-sharing traffic, removing 500 GB monthly,Established a robust platform for enabling cloud transformation


Outcomes
	Deployed more than 3x faster than appliance-based internet security
	Provided value from day one, thanks to easy visibility of internet traffic
	Slashes administrative costs by eliminating hardware management and maintenance
	Shrinks technology footprint of retail stores
	Discovers and blocks botnet and P2P file-sharing traffic, removing 500 GB monthly
	Established a robust platform for enabling cloud transformation
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Ken Athanasiou
Chief Information Security Officer, AutoNation
What would have probably taken nine to ten months with appliances … took about two to three months with Zscaler.














Customer Case Study









Cost-effective internet security for 360 stores
Applying consistent, robust security across all of AutoNation’s locations proved extremely difficult. Each of its 360 retail stores’ networks includes an internet point of presence as well as a direct connection to the corporate data center. Additionally, each of the more than 30 car manufacturers supported by AutoNation has slightly different requirements regarding connectivity, especially concerning internet-connected vehicle diagnostic systems.


Furthermore, like many organizations, the Fort Lauderdale, Florida-based company found that most of its traffic was internet-bound, particularly as adoption of cloud services increases. And like all companies, it was concerned about the increasing frequency and sophistication of internet-borne threats.


AutoNation determined that routing all internet traffic from its retail locations through the company’s data center was too inefficient and costly. The company also ruled out deploying Unified Threat Management (UTM) devices to each store because of the increased cost of hardware, implementation, maintenance, and lifecycle management.







Better security and smaller footprint via the cloud
“When faced with having to deploy and manage little stacks of iron in over 360 locations, my immediate inclination was to look for a cloud-based solution,” said Ken Athanasiou, Chief Information Security Officer. “The right cloud-based internet security solution would allow us to provide the internet accessibility needed for our retail business, while ensuring that we are enforcing robust standardized security controls across all locations—and do so without requiring capital expenditures on hardware.”


AutoNation began looking at options, including the cloud-based Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange and its Zscaler Internet Access (ZIA) service, which would allow the company to protect and control internet-bound traffic and reduce each retail store’s technology footprint. With the Zscaler service, different policies could also be applied to meet the varying needs of the company’s individual sites. For instance, the company could deploy separate policies for guest Wi-Fi, shop tools and diagnostic devices, and the corporate network policies—and manage them all from one central administrative console.







Our security requirements are now more responsive to our acquisition strategy. It's very simple to add new locations.
- Ken Athanasiou, Chief Information Security Officer, AutoNation










Cloud security platform deploys easily and saves time
Following a successful proof of concept, AutoNation began rolling out the Zero Trust Exchange and ZIA across the country. Deployment was very straightforward. AutoNation rolled out initial capabilities in two to three months, and the company fully deployed the platform in less than a year. Today internet-bound traffic for all 32,000 of the company’s users is forwarded to the Zscaler cloud.


With the Zero Trust Exchange, the AutoNation IT team enjoys centralized management and reporting functions with one integrated dashboard. Because there is no need to manage and maintain hardware, the company has slashed administration costs and replaced capital expenses with the simple, predictable subscription cost of the Zscaler service.







We took a direct-to-the-internet approach with Microsoft 365. Using Zscaler we shrunk our branch footprint to just a router and endpoints.
- Ken Athanasiou, Chief Information Security Officer, AutoNation










Uncovering and blocking unwanted network traffic
AutoNation began seeing the value of the Zscaler platform immediately upon deployment.


 “As soon as we started rolling out ZIA, we gained visibility into the effectiveness of our antivirus solution and endpoint security posture in general,” noted Athanasiou. “We could see Zscaler blocking command-and-control traffic from a system in our environment, so we’d track it down and find out the antivirus was disabled or not updating virus signatures. Zscaler immediately squashed that outbound traffic.”


What AutoNation found when it turned on ZIA opened the eyes of senior leadership. Athanasiou and his team were aware they had botnet issues and Zscaler confirmed their concern. “We saw that we were getting periodic instances of botnet traffic from infections,” remarked Athanasiou. “We were able to clean those up quickly, because we were able to easily identify all the infected workstations.”


“We also found a lot of P2P traffic going in and out of our network to clients we weren’t familiar with,” added Jeff Johnson, AutoNation Director of Security Operations. “We were able to use Zscaler’s full packet inspection firewall to turn off that unauthorized traffic. As a result, we cut out about 500 gigabytes per month of unwanted P2P traffic that was stealing network bandwidth.”







I knew that a cloud-based security stack would be a much better fit for us, and Zscaler gave us the full security stack.
- Ken Athanasiou, Chief Information Security Officer, AutoNation










Cloud sandbox and SSL inspection add extra protection
After its initial Zscaler deployment, AutoNation decided to add another layer of security with sandbox behavioral analysis. The company was looking for a solution that would be deployed quickly, with in-depth reporting, and the Zscaler Cloud Sandbox service, also part of the Zero Trust Exchange, proved to be more effective—and more cost-effective—than hardware alternatives at providing enterprise-wide protection against advanced threats.


 AutoNation is also gradually rolling out ZIA’s native SSL inspection functionality across the organization since a growing percentage of traffic is encrypted. “About half our stores are now using SSL interception,” noted Johnson. “Some retail applications don’t play well with SSL inspection, so we had to ensure we didn’t interrupt any operations.”







Safer, faster use of M365 across 290 locations
AutoNation faced a challenge familiar to many organizations today: to securely empower employees throughout its extended enterprise to use Microsoft 365. With ZIA providing safe access to the cloud for users at all the company’s retail and corporate locations, the company deployed Microsoft 365 with confidence. AutoNation users enterprise wide now access M365 quickly and safely, according to consistent security policies.


Using Microsoft 365 results in long-lived connections—12 or more connections per user—so it puts a considerable strain on traditional networks and can quickly exceed firewall capacities. Thanks to ZIA and Zscaler peering with Microsoft in its 150 major data centers worldwide, AutoNation eliminates these problems and provides a much more satisfying user experience. In addition, the ability to implement bandwidth controls allows prioritization of Microsoft 365 traffic over other traffic, such as streaming media.


 Besides deploying M365, AutoNation is rapidly establishing an ecommerce presence using cloud providers such as Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS). The company acknowledges that it is moving to the cloud very quickly, migrating from physical data centers and on-premises hardware. Zscaler and its Zero Trust Exchange provide a robust platform for enabling this transformation.
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BEIS
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Mondi
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Cerebral Palsy Alliance
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Zscaler is universally recognized as the leader in zero trust. Leveraging the largest security cloud on the planet, Zscaler anticipates, secures, and simplifies the experience of doing business for the world's most established companies.
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